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CONTACT US: We are always happy to talk! 
 
Storage Designs Limited 
Primrose Hill  
Cowbridge 
South Wales 
CF71 7DU 
 
TEL:  01446 772614 
FAX: 01446 774770 
Email info@storage-design.ltd.uk 
 
Peter Bird for project sales and installations 
Tim Bird for Catalogue and Web Sales 
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With impressive spans and weight loading,  
QB is the versatile shelving system that is  
ideal for warehousing, retail, and stock rooms 



QB is a highly versatile and hard wearing shelving system. Designed as a step between regular shelving and pallet 
racking, it is an established solution in warehousing, store rooms, retail and many other sectors.  
 
Our product is made in the UK and is highly adaptable with adjustable shelves and a number of accessories. It is a 
viable alternative to mezzanine installations when configured as a two tier pick tower.  



QB is available with open, clad and 
perforated frames. Mesh backs are also 
available 



Popular with retailers, QB has optional accessories including Lockable cupboard doors, garment hanging rails, shelf 
trays and bin fronts. It may be configured to match the needs of the sector into which it is installed.   



Standard beams are located top and bottom 
on the frame whilst fully adjustable carrier 
bars allow your system to be built to your 
specification 





Optional drawer units can add secure storage 
to your system 



QB has proven to be the viable alternative to 
mezzanine floors, and has flexibility in the 
height of its walk ways, as well as accessories 
such as goods lifts and conveyors.  



Popular for small to large part storage, QB is 
a mainstay of the automotive industry where 
it can be configured for wheel/tyre storage as 
well as clutch and exhaust inventories 



A non invasive, surface mounted mobile base 
allows a staggering increase of up to 50% 
available storage capacity. In areas cramped 
or large, these easy to operate hand driven 
units will ensure stable storage as well as 
easy access to the stored items 



Extra width QB shelving is available, and features a 
two or three part shelf that increases the span and 
reduces the number of frames required 



SHELF & BAY INFORMATION  



SHELVES 



DIVIDERS 



BAY & FRAME DATA 






